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' [1] PROPOSAL OVERVIEW

This research proposal is being submitted to the Department of Energy

for renewal of grant no. DOE DE-FG03-90ER40546 under the Outstanding Ju-

nior Investigator Program. Support is requested for myself (David B. Kaplan), a

gradua_,e student (Martin Schmaltz) for tile purpose of carrying out fundamental

research irl theoretical particle physics.

This proposal focuses on research on three distinct areas of particle physics:

1. Nonperturbative QCD. I intend to continue work on ana!y_,ic modelling

of nonperturbative effects in the strong interactions. I have been investigating

the theoretical connection between tlm nonrela.tivistic quark mode| and QCD,

The primary motivation has been to understand the experimental observation of

nonzero matrix elcrncnts involving current strange quarks in ordinary matter--

which in the quark model has no strange quark component. This has led to m:_

present work on understanding constituent (quark model) quarks as collective

excitations oi. QCD degrees of freedom.

2. Weak Scale Baryogenesis. A continuation oi. work on baryogenesis in

tlm early universe from weak interactions. In particular, an investigation of baryo-

genesis occurring during the weak phase transition through anomalous baryon

violating processes in the standard model of weak interactions.

3. Flavor aDid Compositeness. Furtlmr investigation of a new mechanism

that I recently discovered for dynamical mass generation for fermions, which nat-

urally leads to a family hierarchy structure.

A discussion of recent past work is found in the next section, followed by

an outline of the proposed research. A recent publication from each of these three

areas is attached to this proposal.
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[21 BACKGROUNDAND RECENT WORK

A. Properties of Matter

1. STRANGE MATRIX ELEMENTS

QCD is generally thottght to l_e the correct fundalnental theory of the strong

interactions. Since tile QCD coupling gets strong at long distances, trying to un-

derstand how the observed properties of hadrons can follow from QCD requires

techniques beyond perturbation theory. What is particularly difficult to under-

stand is how the successes of the nonrelativistic quark model might be understood

in terms ()f QCD. This is not at ali obvious: the u and d quarks of QCD are light

and strongly interacting at hadronic scales; the same quarks in the quark model

are heavy, nonrelativistic, and confined but rather weakly interacting.

A ttsefttl tool in understanding the nonperturbative properties of QCD is

the experimental measurement of matrix elements in the proton of operators in-

volving only strange quarks. Such matrix elements, if nonzero, would seem to

contradict the quark model, and give direct experimental evidence about non-

pertllrbative QCI). There are several pieces of intriguing experimental evidence.

First of all, there is the so-called "K-N sigma term", the indirect measurement of

nts(p[_s[p) "" 350 MeV which suggests that approximately a third of the mass of

the proton comes from the strange quark. Another piece of evidence comes from a

recent experiment by the European Muon Collaboration (EMC) which finds a large

value for the matrix element (pl]TtZ75slp) from deep inelastic electro-production.

In these experiments data from high energy yields the above low energy matrix

element by means of the Bjorken sum rule. As pointed out by Manohar and me an

independent measurement of the same matrix element may be made in elastic u- P

scattering, since the Z 0 boson has an axial vector coupling to strange quarks* .

With present data, the matrix elements determined from these completely different

experiments are mutually consistent.

The existence of nonzero strange matrix elements suggest that the valence|

quarks of the non-relativistic quark model are complex conglomerates of the QCD

' i-LB. Kaplan and A. Manohar, Nucl. Phys. Bql0 (1988) 527.
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' degrees of freedom. In particular, the valence u and d quarks appear to have a

significant cloud of strange "QCD quarks" about them. This should not be too

surprising since the s quark's current mass (__ 150 MeV) is well within the regime

where QCD is strongly interacting. Nonetheless, physicists have usually assumed

the absence of strange quarks in normal matter. The strange component of the

proton wavefunction, and in particular the dependence of the proton mass on the

strange quark mass, was investigated by Klebanov anti nlyself in the context of

the Skyrme model*.

Finally, earlier work by A. E. Nelson (UCSD) and myself on kaon conden-

sation suggests that, as subtle as the stranget_.ess content of normal matter may

be, the consequences of the afTinity of strange quarks for dense matter, such as
i

found in "neutron" stars and possibly heavy ion collisions, may be quite dramatic.

We showed in a series of papers that by analyzing the phenomenological chiral

lagrangian for meson-baryon interactions that at densities of roughly three times

nuclear density, a Bose-Einstein condensate of kaons is favored _.

.. 2. TItE STRUCTURE OF CONSTITUENT QUARKS

Rethinking the nature of valence quark structure was the subject of two

recent papers*** and of proposed research discussed below. I have suggested that

constituent quarks are solitons (called "qualitons') that consist of a local deforma-

tion of the color alignment _q pairs in the QCD vacuum. In particular, I considered

the configuration

( eiF'(')_'_ )((-qL)a(qR)b) o¢ 1 ab

where a,b are color indices, _ are the Pauli matrices, and F(r) is a function which

equals _" at r = 0 and zero at r = o0. The gluon configuration is then found by

solving the classical Yang-Mills equations for the glllon field in the presence of the

n_ean fields for ((qL)a(qR)b); one finds that at long distance it corresponds to a

Colilomb color electric field in the 7'8 component of color, as well as color magnetic
-

* D.B. Kaplan and [. Klebanov, Nucl. Phys. B335 (1990) 45.
** D. B. Kaplan and h. E. Nelson, Phys. Let_. B175 (1986) 57; Phys. Lett. B192

(1987) 193; Nucl. Phys. A479 (1988) 273c, 285c.
,k, D.B. Kaplan, Phys. Lelt. B235(1990),163;Nucl. Phys. B351 (1991) 137. Acopy

oi"the latter paper is attached to this proposal.
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• dipole ileitis in tile T1,2,3 components:

where {--I,2,3 isa spatialindexand a - l,2,3 isan adjointcolorindex,and rB

is the color magnetic dipole strength of the qualitons, which can be calculated in,,

this model.

Semiclassical quantization of these classical field configurations is a little del-

icate, since they possess an infinite number of zero modes corresponding to color

gauge transformations. I have shown how the quantization may be accomplished,

and that the quantum states one finds include ones with the same quantum num-

bers as the true quarks of QCD, due to the soliton topology• In particular, the

states have baryon number B = 1/3, spin J = l/2, and transform as color triplets•

This is remarkable--and due to the topology of the above ansatz--considering that

the _q bilinear out of which the soliton is constructed has B = 0, d = 0 and must

transform under color as either a singlet or octet. Of interest is also the exis-

tence of excited quark states in the qualiton model, the lightest being a B = 1/3

state which has J = 1/2 but transforms as a g under color, thus behaving like a

quark-gluon bound state.

Unlike the fundamental quarks, qualitons have a mass, comparable to the

constituent quark mass, and are spatially extended with nontrivial internal quark

and gluon structure. In this model, a B meson, for example, looks like a heavy,

pointlike b quark sitting inside a cloud of gu pairs which carries the quantum

numbers of a single g quark. One may regard this cloud as a valence ii quark, or

alternatively as a topological polarization of the QCD vacuum which screens the

b quark's color•

While at first the qualiton model seems quite different than the bag model,

I am beginning to believe that it is simply a more sophisticated version of it. For

exa,nple, if one were interested in the spatial dependence of (_q) in a B mesoia in

the q,,aliton model, it is given by the trace of the above ansatz for ((_L)a(qa)b)
over the indices a,b, yielding something that varies from 3 at r = oo to -1 at r = 0.

Taking into account the motion of the qualiton about the static b quark will smear

out tiffs result, and one will end up with a spatial dependence for (_q) similar to

tl_at pr,_posed in the bag model: nonzero outside the B meson, close to zero inside

5
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the B meson. A big difference is that no quarks need to be put into the "qualiton

bag", since tlm "bag" carries ali of the quantum numbers, including color. The

advaatage of course, is that the qualiton model is a relativistic field theory, while

the bag model is not.

q h. qualiton model for hadronic structure is something I intend to pursue

further, as discussed below in the section on proposed research.

B. The Origins of Matter

1. WEAK SCALE BARYOGENESIS

The photon to baryon ratio observed in tile universe today is about l0 -!}.

What is remarkable is that there is any asymmetry between baryons and anti-

baryons, sit|ce we see none on the microscopic level. In the late sixties Sakharov

pointed out tltat baryogenesis would require (I) Baryon number violation; (2) C

and CP violation; (3) Nonthermal processes. In the mid-sevellties it was realized

that the CP violating late decay of particles from Grand Unified Theories (GUTS)

could lead t,o a baryon asynlmetry. This is the "standard" picture. One of the

great drawbacks of the standard baryogenesis scenario is that it is not testable--

ali the interesting physics occurs at such a high temperature that the only relic

around today is the baryon asymmetry itself.

In the mid-seventies t'llooft realized that baryon number was violated in

tl_e SU(2) × U(1) theory of weak interactions, now a greatly tested and success-

ful tlmory. This so-called "anomalous" baryon violation was merely a theoretical

curiosity though, since any such process was hugely suppressed at zero temper-

ature, floweret, starting with speculations by Dimopoules an'.t Susskind in the

late 1970's, and by Kuzmin, Rubakov ai:d Shaposhnikov in the mid- 1980's, it has

since been generally agreed upon that these baryon violating processes might have

occurred in ther,'nal equilibrium when the temperature of the universe was greater

ti,an the SU(2) × U(I) symmetry breaking scale (about 250 GEV).

Baryogenesis requires more than just baryon violation. The ingredients

= that are needed, aside from anomalous baryon violation, are CP violation and

6
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a departure from thermal equilibrium. The latter is possible, as I(uzmin el al.

pointed out, if tile weak phase transition is first order. If such is the case (and

inany viable models al)pear to undergo a first order weak phase transition), then

there will always be some supercooling and departure form equilibrium.

As for CP violation, it is easy to ahow that Kobayashi-Maskawa (KM)

CP vi_,lation is always too small to account fi)r tile observed baryon asymmetry,

due to suppression from small Yukawa couplings. (Basically, the reason is that a

dilnensionless measure of C P violation in the KM model yields a number of order

111-20, which is much smaller than the observed baryon to entropy ratio of 10-10.)

As a result, a successful theory of weak scale baryogenesis necessarily involves an

extension of tire standard model to incorporate extra CP violation.

This explains why weak scale baryogcnesis is such an interesting topic to

pttrstte: froln the observed baryon asymmetry one is led to constraints on the

symmetry breaking sector of the weak interactions (in order to obtain a first order

phase transition) RS well as predictions for new particles and new CP violation at

the weak scale_all with experimental consequences.

2. EXPLICIT MODELS

l[aving ali ,)f the neccessary ingredient;s in an acceptable theory does not

necessarily lead to baryogenesis and it is important to construct and analyze ex-

l)licit models. I have been involved in this endeavour with coauthors A. E. Nelson

(UCSI)) and A. G. C,,hen (BU) for tl_e last 1,l months. In 1990 we developed the

first explicit and phenomenologically acceptalde model for weak scale baryogene-

sis based on an extezision of the standard model involving right handed neutrinos

and a CP violating neutrino mass matrix*. During the weak phase transition the

phase boundary sweeps through space. In this model, CP violation in the neu-z

trino mass matrix leads to a net lepton number flux being reflected in front of the

' moving phase boundary, even though there is no net lepton number impinging on_

the domain wall. This excess lepton number is then converted into baryon number

in the unbroken phase by anomalous weak processes, rl'he phase boundary then

passes over the baryons, which saves them from decay since anomalous baryon

_' h.(l. Cohen, I).B. [(aplan and A.E. Nelson., Phys. Left. B245 (1990) 561; Nucl.
l'hya. B349 ([99t) 727._

7
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violating processes are highly SUl:)pressed in the broken phase. As a consequence

of this model, we find that in order to get a sufficiently large baryon asymmetry,

tile tau neutrino mass is constrained to lie in the experimentally accessible range

5 MeV _mL,, <,%35MeV .

More recently we have been investigating models in which the requisite CP

violation is in the liiggs sector* By making use of the mechanism of "spontaneous

baryogenesis" developed in an earlier work by Cohen and myself*'* we showed how a

first order weak phase transition with Itiggs CP violation can temporarily generate

a chemical potential for axial top quark number (only the top quark is involved,

due to its large Yukawa coupling). Creating an asymmetry in left handed top quark

nttmber (balanced by an asymmetry in right handed top number, so that there is no

baryon asymlnetry) seems an acomplishment of dubious value! What is remarkable

about this paper though is that we show by means of simple thermodynamic

argt, ments that this asymmetry in axial top quark number is translated into a

baryon nulnber asymznetry by anomalous Iweak interactions.

C. The Origins of Mass

1. A NEW MECtlANISM FOR MASS GENERATION

In a recent preprint I pre,posed a new mechanism for generating fermion

_nasses from spontaneous SU(2) × U(1)violation _'*. In the standard model,

fermion masses arise from Yukawa couplings of the fermions with the IIiggs field,

which develops an expectation value. A similar mechanism is used in extended

technicolor theories (ETC). In these models the SU(2) × U(1)violating parameter

tllat gives the W and Z tlleir masses is a fermion bilinear expectation value (TTC),

where T is a loft handed technifermion, and T c is a left handed anti-technifermion.

* A. G'. Cohen, D. B. Kaplan and A. E. Nelson, UCSD preprint PTII 91-11, to
appear in Ph','_. Left. B.

_* A. G. Cohen and D. B. Kaplan, Phys. Left. B199 (1987) 251; Nucl. Phys. B308
(1988) 013.

_* D. B. Kaplan, UCSI) preprint PTII 91-04, submitted to Nucl. Phys. B.

8_
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_/' and T c carry weak quantum numbers as well as a new strong interaction - ",t,ech-

nicolor". In ETC models, this bilinear is coupled to ordinary fermions by means

of a four fermion operator of the form

1 T7 ,c t
A-f F( ) ,

where the .Wey_ tlelds f and fc represent the ordinary technlcolor-neutral fermions,

and A tile scale of new physics. When the technifermions condense, a mass of size

(7'TC}lA 2 is given to the fermion f, analogous to tile scalar [liggs mechanism. L

Tile new mechanism I have prr)posed also relics on technicolor to give the

IV and Z bosons their masses, but involves a different mechanism than ETC for

giving fermions their masses. Instead of couplings of the _tbove form, I considered

the four fermion operators

a b fCTCTCTC
-_ f T T T 4- -A-_

These operators lead to mixing between ordinary fermions and technibaryons of

strength
I¢(0)1

A2

where f(0) is the technibaryon wave fitrlction at the origin. The operator TTT

produces a left handed technibaryon, while 7'c7'CT c produces a right handed tech-

. nibaryon, and tile two are wedded by the technibaryon mass/li at the weak e,:a_e.

This leads to a mass matrix for the ordinary fermi°n/technibary°n system of the

form

(0,,)M= /_ M '

leading to a heavy fermion of mass M (the "technibalyon") and a light state of

nlass iL2/lll, tile ordinary fermion.

Alternatively, inass generation for the f and fc fields may be viewed as

• resulting from a three loop diagram joining the f and fc fields via virtual T and

T c lines whicl_ are joined by the SU(2) × U(l)violating condensates. This picture

sllows how the mechanism differs from the IIiggs and I'3TC mechanisms: fermion

tnasses are l)rOl)orti,)nal to three powers of the 5'U(2) × U(l)symmetry violating

parameter, rather than one.

9
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This mechanism also realizes ill a new fashion part of tile old and previously

unsuccessfttl _program for constructing light fermions as composites of strongly in-

teracting constituents. This always required non-QCD like strong interactions,

which are hard or impossible to analyze. In the mechanism I have described, ordi-

nary fermions are light and semi.composite--since they mix with technibaryons--

but tile constituents are assumed to have entirely QCD like interactions. The

fermions are light not due to bizarre strong interactions, but because the mixing

with composite states is small.

2. SEMI-COMPOSITENESS AND FAMILY STRUCTURE

As interesting as a new mass generating mechanism for fermions may be,

the true value of the new mechanism I have described lies in its relation to flavor

structure. In ali i)reviolls models, involving IIiggs fields or ETC interactions,

tile mass operator for fermions has been bilinear in the fermion fields. Thus the

interactions have always transformed as (3,3)'s under tile SU(3) × 3U(3) chiral

flavor symmetries of the fermions (the "3" comes from the 3 families). In contrast,

ali operator of the form fTTT transforms as a simple triplet under the SU(3)

symmetry that rotates the f field through the three families. As a result, the 3× 3

mass matrices for fermions of a given charge (charged leptons, for example) will

necessarily be made up of products of 3-vectors, rather than 3 × 3 matrices. This

has important consequences, since a 3 × 3 matrix of the form ]!Iii = aibj is only
of rarik one. If the mass matrix for the fermions turns out to have the form

i_'lij = (aibj) + e.(cidj) + e2(eifj)

with c << 1, then a family hierarchy of masses results.

In the above cited preprint I have shown that a natural model can be con-

structed that results in such a hierarchical form, where the e's are nothing but the

factors of 1/167r 2 that arise from loops. In other words, a high energy theory with

no family symmetry structure at ali can lead to a family hierarclly for ordinary

fermions, using this "semicompositeness" mechanism. This is wllat I consider the

most interesting aspect of this mechanism.

10
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[3] PROPOSED RESEARCH

In this section I outline the directions I expect my research to take in the

. coming year. These investigations fall into three categories: constituent quarks

as collective excitations, weak scale baryogenesis, and flavor structure of fermion

masses--ali continuations of past work described in the previous section.

A. Constituent Quarks as Collective Excitations

1. CONSTITUENT QUAI1K STRUCTURE

The qualiton model of constituent cluarks as solitons made out of current

quarks and glue provides a framework for computing form factors for constituent

quarks. The form factors of constituent quarks which [ intend to calculate are:

• The magnetic dipole moment;

• The color-magnetic dipole moment;

• The axial form factor gA fi>rpion-quark couplings;

• The (_s) matrix element in constituent U and D quarks;

• Gluon matrix elements (i.e. glue contribution to the spin, etc.).

Ali of these calculatic,as involve numerical work, and I arn presently communicating

with Marek Karliner on thesubject.

It is important to understand these numbers, since it might shed light on

why the constituent quark model works so well--in particular, why a theory of

strongly interacting, nearly massless fermions (QCD), seems to behave like a theory

of weakly interacting massive particles. I have shown by means of my qualiton

model how the kinematics work (i.e, quantum numbers); it remains to be seen

whether dynamical properties such as those listed above work equally weil.

11
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2. B MESONS

The next t_tep is to go beyond quark properties and examine color singlet

states. Obviously, an explanation of observed hadron spectroscopy is the ultimate

goal. The first states I intend to focus on are the B mesons, since they are relatively

simple, containing a heavy quark serving as a static color source, and only one light

quark. I believe that such a calculation is feasible, using the coherent ,tate path

integral formalism to deal with the spin and color orientation of tile b quark. The

goal of this w,,rk is to calculate the B - B* mass splitting, as well as the decay

constant /B.

3. DENSE MATTER

With two or three flavors of quarks, the qualiton model contains both quark-

like solitons (,lualitons) as well as baryon-like ones (skyrmions). As such it offers

a unique framework for investigating the properties of quark dissociation in dense

matter. This could shed light on the EMC effect, as well as theoretical suggestions

that matter at neutron star densities might prefer to comprise of quark matter

instead of baryor, s. As a first step I intend to use the technique devised by others

to look at dense matter in the skyrme model, by confining unit baryon r.umber to a

hyl_ersphere, and investigating the spatial distribution as a function of the volume

V of this hypersphere. Previous work looked for chiral symmetry restoration in

the Skyrme model; a similar calculation in the qualiWn model can also look for a

dissociated qltark phase, as well as investigate gluon behavioul in dense matter.

4. EXCITED QUAHK STATES
]

A final subject of inquiry in the qualiton model is to look at the excited

quark states. A:_mentioned above, the model predicts a possibly metastable state

with the quantum numbers of a -_qq or q9 state: baryon number B = 1/3, spin

J = 1/2 transforming as a color 6. Such constituents could play a rote in meson

spectroscopy*, and would be interesting to investigate.

* T.ll. Burnett and S.R. onarpe, Ann. Rev. Nucl. Part. Sci. 40 (1990) 327.

12
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B. Weak Scale Baryogenesis

As mentioned in the Background section of this proposal, "weak scale baryo-

genesis" refers to making use of ',he anomalous baryon violation already present

in the standard mode| to produce the observed baryon asymmetry of the universe.

1. CHARGE BIAS AND TRANSPORT

As discussed in the on part B of the previous section of this proposal (pp.

6-8), my previous work on weak scale baryogenesis focused on two models: tile

first involving CP violating neutrino masses, the second invoIving top quarks

int,_racting with IIiggs fields with CP violating self interactions. In these models

one can recognize two basic mechanisms needed for weak scale baryogenesis:

• Charge Bias. This refers to the discovery in our top q,ark model that

= CP violating interactions between particles and the phase boundary during

a first order weak phase transition that is biased toward production of arty

U(1) charge which is not orthogonal to baryon number, will cause anomalous

weak processes to create a baryon number asymmetry. In our top quark

model, the biased charge was axial top quark number.

• Transport. The other mechanism needed is charge tra_lsport, developed

• in our neutrino model. The idea is tha, _,the biased charge discussed above

needs to be transported away from the broken phase and back into the

unbroken phase of the universe, since it l_ only there that anomalous inter.

actions are in thermal equilibrium. This is possible when the charge biasing

mechanism arises particles being struck by the moving phase boundary. The

" I_articles are reflected back into the unbroken phase, and one can calculate

the asymmetric reflection coefficients given a model for the reflected particle

and its interactions with the }Iiggs sector.

The next step is to synthesize these two mechanisms and show how they work

together in various models to produce sufficient baryon number. At the mornent

the promising models to look at in greater depth are those with CP violation in

the lliggs sector, and the special case of supersymmetry. The ultimate goal is not

to just explain the observed baryon asymmetry, but to make phenomenological

13
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predictions for LEP2, LHC, and SSC experiments. Already from the neutrino

model we have a prediction for tile tau neutrino mass, which would be measurable

in tau-charm factory being proposed in Spain.

2. IIIGGS CP VIOLATION

In models with CP violation in the Higgs sector, heavy particles, such as

the top quark, can l,e reflected from the SU(2)× U(1)phase boundary in a charge

biased manner, rFhe effect is a tree level one, and calculable directly from tlm Dirac

cquation with a space dependent mass term for the fermion. What happens is that
_

reflections from various points ill the bubble wall interfere with each other in a

C P violating xnanner, leading to reflection coeMcients that differ for coml'Jonents

of different charges. I intend to analyze this effect in the two IIiggs model with

reflected top quarks to estimate the size of the CP violation in the Iliggs sector. If

the CP violating angle _ is of order unity, then the elictric dipole moments of both

' the neutron and electron will be predicted to be only slightly above th_ current

experimental bounds.

3. SUPERSYMMETRIC MODELS

Finding a charge bias mechanisrn in supersymmetric nmdels is somewhat

= more challenging, since CP violation (in the minimal supersymmetric model) may

: l)e rotated out of the Iliggs sector entirely. Thus loop effects are required it seems.

On the other hand, charge transport may prove to be extremely easy, as there are

many heavy exotic particles in supersymmetric models which could ,'effect from the

phase.,boundary. As supersymmetric models are interesting and viable candidates

for extensions of the standard model, investigating whether or not weak scale

l)aryogenesis is possible in supersymmetric theories is of great interest, especially

since appears somewhat constrained.

-

-
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C. Flavor Structure

1. PHENOMENOLOGY OF SEMI-COMPOSITENESS

As described in section 2 of this proposal, I have recently devised a new

mechanism for generating fermion masses". ' With this "semi-compositenes" mech-

anism, fermion fields which are forbidden by SU(2) x V(1)symmet:y from aquirlng

masses, mix with technibaryons at the weak symmetry breaking scale, result-

ing in a sort of "see-saw" mass matrix. The light states are partial mixtures of

technibaryons--the lighter the fermion, the less the admixture of technibaryon.

Since neither baryon number nor technibaryon number is individually conserved

in these models, the may be expected to lead to interesting SSC phenomenology.

In particular, [ intend to investigate whether production of technibaryons at the

SSC may be significantly enhanced.

Another possibly interesting phenomenological consequence of this mecha-

nism is that left handed b quark is forced to have alarge mixing with technibaryons,

since it is mated to the left handed top quark which is very heavy. Thus the b may

have large form factors in its couplings to the Z that would deviate from standard

model predictions.

2. MASSES BY RANK

Another feature of the model I devised is that a natural family hierarchy

arose without being put in by hand, due to the fact that at tree level, one loop

and two loops, contributions to the fermion mass matrices are each strictly of rank

one. I intend to investigate whether there are some general mechanisms at work

here that are independent of the particu'.ar model I have proposed.

* "Flaw)r at SSC Energies...", UCSD PTII 91-04, attached to this proposal._

_
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